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STAND,BOOMS & POLES

Clamps on diameter: 18mm to 26mm. Allen
key not supplied. Set of four. 
1. Manfrotto -020     clip for cable (Ref: dm-1020)

Clamps on diameter: 18mm to 26mm. Allen
key not supplied. Set of four. 

Holds 2 styrene gobos to reflect or cut light on
a subject.  
2. Manfrotto 143FV  variable angle dble fork (Ref: dm-1143VF)

Holds 2 styrene gobos to reflect or cut light on
a subject.  

Clamps on diameter: 18mm to 26mm. Allen
key not supplied. Set of four. 

1. Manfrotto -020     clip for cable (Ref: dm-1020)

Clamps on diameter: 18mm to 26mm. Allen
key not supplied. Set of four. 

Holds 2 styrene gobos to reflect or cut light on
a subject.  

2. Manfrotto 143FV  variable angle dble fork (Ref: dm-1143VF)

Holds 2 styrene gobos to reflect or cut light on
a subject.  

65cm black long T Bar with 3 x 16mm sockets
plus 3 x 16mm Spigot Art. 013. Designed to fit
on stand or bracket with 16mm pin.

3. Manfrotto >154B   Microphone support (Ref: dm-1154B)

65cm black long T Bar with 3 x 16mm sockets
plus 3 x 16mm Spigot Art. 013. Designed to fit
on stand or bracket with 16mm pin.

Set of three caster wheels for Manfrotto
stands with 19mm diameter legs.
4. Manfrotto 017    caster set 19mm (Ref: dm-2017)

Set of three caster wheels for Manfrotto
stands with 19mm diameter legs.

65cm black long T Bar with 3 x 16mm sockets
plus 3 x 16mm Spigot Art. 013. Designed to fit
on stand or bracket with 16mm pin.

3. Manfrotto >154B   Microphone support (Ref: dm-1154B)

65cm black long T Bar with 3 x 16mm sockets
plus 3 x 16mm Spigot Art. 013. Designed to fit
on stand or bracket with 16mm pin.

Set of three caster wheels for Manfrotto
stands with 19mm diameter legs.

4. Manfrotto 017    caster set 19mm (Ref: dm-2017)

Set of three caster wheels for Manfrotto
stands with 19mm diameter legs.

Caster wheel set for stands with legs Ø: 22
mm. Set of three
5. Manfrotto 018    caster set 22mm (Ref: dm-2018)

Caster wheel set for stands with legs Ø: 22
mm. Set of three

The Manfrotto MF 103 Wheel Set is a set of
380mm diameter solid wheels
6. Manfrotto 103    wheel set (Ref: dm-2103)

The Manfrotto MF 103 Wheel Set is a set of
380mm diameter solid wheels

Caster wheel set for stands with legs Ø: 22
mm. Set of three

5. Manfrotto 018    caster set 22mm (Ref: dm-2018)

Caster wheel set for stands with legs Ø: 22
mm. Set of three

The Manfrotto MF 103 Wheel Set is a set of
380mm diameter solid wheels

6. Manfrotto 103    wheel set (Ref: dm-2103)

The Manfrotto MF 103 Wheel Set is a set of
380mm diameter solid wheels

Manfrotto Wheel Set Of 3 75MM With Brakes
& M10 Attachment
7. Manfrotto 104    wheel set w/brake (Ref: dm-2104)

Manfrotto Wheel Set Of 3 75MM With Brakes
& M10 Attachment

3.9" Wheel set with brakes and M10
Attachment, set of 3.
8. Manfrotto 104G   wheel set (3) 100mm (Ref: dm-2104G)

3.9" Wheel set with brakes and M10
Attachment, set of 3.

Manfrotto Wheel Set Of 3 75MM With Brakes
& M10 Attachment

7. Manfrotto 104    wheel set w/brake (Ref: dm-2104)

Manfrotto Wheel Set Of 3 75MM With Brakes
& M10 Attachment

3.9" Wheel set with brakes and M10
Attachment, set of 3.

8. Manfrotto 104G   wheel set (3) 100mm (Ref: dm-2104G)

3.9" Wheel set with brakes and M10
Attachment, set of 3.

Manfrotto 109 80mm Caster without Brakes
for all 22mm Leg Diameters - Set of 3
(MANFROTTO 109

9. Manfrotto 109    wheel set (3) 80mm (Ref: dm-2109)

Manfrotto 109 80mm Caster without Brakes
for all 22mm Leg Diameters - Set of 3
(MANFROTTO 109

Manfrotto 110 Wheel Set 75mm Diameter with
Brakes and Adapter for 22mm Legs
10. Manfrotto 110    wheel set (3) 75mm w/brake (Ref: dm-2110)

Manfrotto 110 Wheel Set 75mm Diameter with
Brakes and Adapter for 22mm Legs

Manfrotto 109 80mm Caster without Brakes
for all 22mm Leg Diameters - Set of 3
(MANFROTTO 109

9. Manfrotto 109    wheel set (3) 80mm (Ref: dm-2109)

Manfrotto 109 80mm Caster without Brakes
for all 22mm Leg Diameters - Set of 3
(MANFROTTO 109

Manfrotto 110 Wheel Set 75mm Diameter with
Brakes and Adapter for 22mm Legs

10. Manfrotto 110    wheel set (3) 75mm w/brake (Ref: dm-2110)

Manfrotto 110 Wheel Set 75mm Diameter with
Brakes and Adapter for 22mm Legs

Wheel ø: 100mm with brake, with adapter for
legs ø: 22mm.
Weight	
3.2 kg   (7.1 lbs)

11. Manfrotto 110G   wheel set (3) 100mm w/brake (Ref: dm-2110G)

Wheel ø: 100mm with brake, with adapter for
legs ø: 22mm.
Weight	
3.2 kg   (7.1 lbs)

This is A9000 Wheel Set with Brakes. This
three piece, silver metal, braked 4.0" wheel
set is designed for square light stand leg ends
that measure 20x20mm or 25x25mm such as
those on Combo stands A105B, A125B,
A115B, A475B and A105B.

12. Manfrotto A9000  wheel set (3) 100mm w/brake (Ref: dm-29000)

This is A9000 Wheel Set with Brakes. This
three piece, silver metal, braked 4.0" wheel
set is designed for square light stand leg ends
that measure 20x20mm or 25x25mm such as
those on Combo stands A105B, A125B,
A115B, A475B and A105B.

Wheel ø: 100mm with brake, with adapter for
legs ø: 22mm.
Weight	
3.2 kg   (7.1 lbs)

11. Manfrotto 110G   wheel set (3) 100mm w/brake (Ref: dm-2110G)

Wheel ø: 100mm with brake, with adapter for
legs ø: 22mm.
Weight	
3.2 kg   (7.1 lbs)

This is A9000 Wheel Set with Brakes. This
three piece, silver metal, braked 4.0" wheel
set is designed for square light stand leg ends
that measure 20x20mm or 25x25mm such as
those on Combo stands A105B, A125B,
A115B, A475B and A105B.

12. Manfrotto A9000  wheel set (3) 100mm w/brake (Ref: dm-29000)

This is A9000 Wheel Set with Brakes. This
three piece, silver metal, braked 4.0" wheel
set is designed for square light stand leg ends
that measure 20x20mm or 25x25mm such as
those on Combo stands A105B, A125B,
A115B, A475B and A105B.

Used to connect two tubes end to end. 13. Manfrotto 020MT Casting Joining 2 sec (Ref: dm-4020)

Used to connect two tubes end to end. 

Set of four.Small Cable Clip 18mm to 26mm14. Manfrotto 064   Cable clips small set (Ref: dm-4064)

Set of four.Small Cable Clip 18mm to 26mm

Used to connect two tubes end to end. 

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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STAND,BOOMS & POLES

13. Manfrotto 020MT Casting Joining 2 sec (Ref: dm-4020)

Used to connect two tubes end to end. 

Set of four.Small Cable Clip 18mm to 26mm

14. Manfrotto 064   Cable clips small set (Ref: dm-4064)

Set of four.Small Cable Clip 18mm to 26mm

Set of four.15. Manfrotto 093   Cable clips large set (Ref: dm-4093)

Set of four.

Set of four.
Clamps on : 25 to 28mm.
Allen key not supplied.

16. Manfrotto 206   Cable clips Medium set (Ref: dm-4206)

Set of four.
Clamps on : 25 to 28mm.
Allen key not supplied.

Set of four.

15. Manfrotto 093   Cable clips large set (Ref: dm-4093)

Set of four.

Set of four.
Clamps on : 25 to 28mm.
Allen key not supplied.

16. Manfrotto 206   Cable clips Medium set (Ref: dm-4206)

Set of four.
Clamps on : 25 to 28mm.
Allen key not supplied.

Extension Grip Arm 40in AVENGER17. Manfrotto D520  101cm EXT Grip arm (Ref: dm-4530)

Extension Grip Arm 40in AVENGER
    Aluminum Construction
    5/8" Hex Stud

18. Avenger #D210   Snap in grip           head (Ref: dma-D210)

    Aluminum Construction
    5/8" Hex Stud

Extension Grip Arm 40in AVENGER

17. Manfrotto D520  101cm EXT Grip arm (Ref: dm-4530)

Extension Grip Arm 40in AVENGER

    Aluminum Construction
    5/8" Hex Stud

18. Avenger #D210   Snap in grip           head (Ref: dma-D210)

    Aluminum Construction
    5/8" Hex Stud

The Avenger D210 2.5" Snap-in Grip Head is
designed to hold grip arms, scrims, flags, etc.
It has an automotive-quality brake pad for a
secure hold on accessories. 

19. Avenger #D210B  Snap in grip           head (Ref: dma-D210B)

The Avenger D210 2.5" Snap-in Grip Head is
designed to hold grip arms, scrims, flags, etc.
It has an automotive-quality brake pad for a
secure hold on accessories. 

Just as the name suggests, the Grip Helper is
like three Grip Heads in one. Two
independent grip heads sandwich a third with
a fixed 16mm pin. 

20. Avenger #D220   Grip helper            head (Ref: dma-D220)

Just as the name suggests, the Grip Helper is
like three Grip Heads in one. Two
independent grip heads sandwich a third with
a fixed 16mm pin. 

The Avenger D210 2.5" Snap-in Grip Head is
designed to hold grip arms, scrims, flags, etc.
It has an automotive-quality brake pad for a
secure hold on accessories. 

19. Avenger #D210B  Snap in grip           head (Ref: dma-D210B)

The Avenger D210 2.5" Snap-in Grip Head is
designed to hold grip arms, scrims, flags, etc.
It has an automotive-quality brake pad for a
secure hold on accessories. 

Just as the name suggests, the Grip Helper is
like three Grip Heads in one. Two
independent grip heads sandwich a third with
a fixed 16mm pin. 

20. Avenger #D220   Grip helper            head (Ref: dma-D220)

Just as the name suggests, the Grip Helper is
like three Grip Heads in one. Two
independent grip heads sandwich a third with
a fixed 16mm pin. 

Camera Flextention Kit with Flextension Arm,
2 Mini Clamps, 3/8" Adapter, 10mm Socket
Adapter, Black Plastic Flag.

21. Avenger D340  camera flextension kit (Ref: dma-D340)

Camera Flextention Kit with Flextension Arm,
2 Mini Clamps, 3/8" Adapter, 10mm Socket
Adapter, Black Plastic Flag.

Designed to convert a Junior Stand into an
overhead stand, the D400 incorporates a
4-1/2” (10mm) grip head with a junior stud and
receiver. 

22. Manfrotto D400B  grip black             head (Ref: dma-D400B)

Designed to convert a Junior Stand into an
overhead stand, the D400 incorporates a
4-1/2” (10mm) grip head with a junior stud and
receiver. 

Camera Flextention Kit with Flextension Arm,
2 Mini Clamps, 3/8" Adapter, 10mm Socket
Adapter, Black Plastic Flag.

21. Avenger D340  camera flextension kit (Ref: dma-D340)

Camera Flextention Kit with Flextension Arm,
2 Mini Clamps, 3/8" Adapter, 10mm Socket
Adapter, Black Plastic Flag.

Designed to convert a Junior Stand into an
overhead stand, the D400 incorporates a
4-1/2” (10mm) grip head with a junior stud and
receiver. 

22. Manfrotto D400B  grip black             head (Ref: dma-D400B)

Designed to convert a Junior Stand into an
overhead stand, the D400 incorporates a
4-1/2” (10mm) grip head with a junior stud and
receiver. 

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    Works with the Super Clamp System

23. Manfrotto #D410   Jumbo add-a-head       head (Ref: dma-D410)

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    Works with the Super Clamp System

Normally used in combination with a Grip
head (art. D200) it provides an extended grip
point for scrims and flags or small lights. 

24. Avenger D520  40inch         Ext grip arm (Ref: dma-D520)

Normally used in combination with a Grip
head (art. D200) it provides an extended grip
point for scrims and flags or small lights. 

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    Works with the Super Clamp System

23. Manfrotto #D410   Jumbo add-a-head       head (Ref: dma-D410)

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    Works with the Super Clamp System

Normally used in combination with a Grip
head (art. D200) it provides an extended grip
point for scrims and flags or small lights. 

24. Avenger D520  40inch         Ext grip arm (Ref: dma-D520)

Normally used in combination with a Grip
head (art. D200) it provides an extended grip
point for scrims and flags or small lights. 

Black extension Arm. Max Length: 122cm -
Min Length: 47cm.
25. Avenger D700B reflector holter >122cm (Ref: dma-D700B)

Black extension Arm. Max Length: 122cm -
Min Length: 47cm.

Set of accessories that work on their own or in
combination with stands to support scrims,
flags and lighting fixtures to provide precision
and secure control.

26. Manfrotto #D800KIT                   grip set (Ref: dma-D800SET)

Set of accessories that work on their own or in
combination with stands to support scrims,
flags and lighting fixtures to provide precision
and secure control.

Black extension Arm. Max Length: 122cm -
Min Length: 47cm.

25. Avenger D700B reflector holter >122cm (Ref: dma-D700B)

Black extension Arm. Max Length: 122cm -
Min Length: 47cm.

Set of accessories that work on their own or in
combination with stands to support scrims,
flags and lighting fixtures to provide precision
and secure control.

26. Manfrotto #D800KIT                   grip set (Ref: dma-D800SET)

Set of accessories that work on their own or in
combination with stands to support scrims,
flags and lighting fixtures to provide precision
and secure control.

Boom arm for C-Stand27. V-Tec CSB100  Boom arm for C stand (Ref: 28-SCSB100)

Boom arm for C-Stand

Boom arm for C-Stand28. V-Tec CSB100F Boom arm for C stand (Ref: 28-SCSB100F)

Boom arm for C-Stand

Boom arm for C-Stand

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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STAND,BOOMS & POLES

27. V-Tec CSB100  Boom arm for C stand (Ref: 28-SCSB100)

Boom arm for C-Stand

Boom arm for C-Stand

28. V-Tec CSB100F Boom arm for C stand (Ref: 28-SCSB100F)

Boom arm for C-Stand

2.25m Stand with boom and sandbag
counterweight
Boom length 121-211cm.

29. V-Tec LSB3  light boom set (Ref: 28-SLSB3)

2.25m Stand with boom and sandbag
counterweight
Boom length 121-211cm.

Diameter Black 35mm 3 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cine Stand 3071 with casters,
cable clips and locking key, boom only. 

30. Manfrotto 085B    light boom 85 w/stand  SET (Ref: dm-0085B)

Diameter Black 35mm 3 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cine Stand 3071 with casters,
cable clips and locking key, boom only. 

2.25m Stand with boom and sandbag
counterweight
Boom length 121-211cm.

29. V-Tec LSB3  light boom set (Ref: 28-SLSB3)

2.25m Stand with boom and sandbag
counterweight
Boom length 121-211cm.

Diameter Black 35mm 3 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cine Stand 3071 with casters,
cable clips and locking key, boom only. 

30. Manfrotto 085B    light boom 85 w/stand  SET (Ref: dm-0085B)

Diameter Black 35mm 3 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cine Stand 3071 with casters,
cable clips and locking key, boom only. 

Heavy Duty 3-Section Boom

Weight: 2.2kg, boom only. Dismantled length:
100cm. Assembled: 280cm. * 6kg at
maximum extension.

31. Manfrotto 085BSL  light boom no-stand   boom (Ref: dm-0085BSL)

Heavy Duty 3-Section Boom

Weight: 2.2kg, boom only. Dismantled length:
100cm. Assembled: 280cm. * 6kg at
maximum extension.

    Two sections boom, max extension 2,1m
(82,6in)
    Wall mounted boom, allows 180° pan and
160° tilt movements
    Aluminum construction with black finish

32. Manfrotto 098B    Wall 1.2>2.1mtr       boom (Ref: dm-0098B)

    Two sections boom, max extension 2,1m
(82,6in)
    Wall mounted boom, allows 180° pan and
160° tilt movements
    Aluminum construction with black finish

Heavy Duty 3-Section Boom

Weight: 2.2kg, boom only. Dismantled length:
100cm. Assembled: 280cm. * 6kg at
maximum extension.

31. Manfrotto 085BSL  light boom no-stand   boom (Ref: dm-0085BSL)

Heavy Duty 3-Section Boom

Weight: 2.2kg, boom only. Dismantled length:
100cm. Assembled: 280cm. * 6kg at
maximum extension.

    Two sections boom, max extension 2,1m
(82,6in)
    Wall mounted boom, allows 180° pan and
160° tilt movements
    Aluminum construction with black finish

32. Manfrotto 098B    Wall 1.2>2.1mtr       boom (Ref: dm-0098B)

    Two sections boom, max extension 2,1m
(82,6in)
    Wall mounted boom, allows 180° pan and
160° tilt movements
    Aluminum construction with black finish

This is the Manfrotto 098B Wall Mounted
Black Boom Arm. Unlike the Auto Boom,
which may be attached to a wall or a stand,
this boom arm must be attached to a wall

33. Manfrotto >098SHB  Wall short 0.7>1.2mtr boom (Ref: dm-0098SHB)

This is the Manfrotto 098B Wall Mounted
Black Boom Arm. Unlike the Auto Boom,
which may be attached to a wall or a stand,
this boom arm must be attached to a wall

Boom arm for heavy stand or wall bracket
mounting featuring self balancing spring
system. Supplied with wall bracket. 

34. Manfrotto 254B    Auto                  Boom (Ref: dm-0254B)

Boom arm for heavy stand or wall bracket
mounting featuring self balancing spring
system. Supplied with wall bracket. 

This is the Manfrotto 098B Wall Mounted
Black Boom Arm. Unlike the Auto Boom,
which may be attached to a wall or a stand,
this boom arm must be attached to a wall

33. Manfrotto >098SHB  Wall short 0.7>1.2mtr boom (Ref: dm-0098SHB)

This is the Manfrotto 098B Wall Mounted
Black Boom Arm. Unlike the Auto Boom,
which may be attached to a wall or a stand,
this boom arm must be attached to a wall

Boom arm for heavy stand or wall bracket
mounting featuring self balancing spring
system. Supplied with wall bracket. 

34. Manfrotto 254B    Auto                  Boom (Ref: dm-0254B)

Boom arm for heavy stand or wall bracket
mounting featuring self balancing spring
system. Supplied with wall bracket. 

Black Light Boom (Stand Not Included)
    Three sections max extension to 2.1 m
    Dismantled length is 71cm (28'') for ease
storage or transport
    Supplied with counterweight.

35. Manfrotto 024     Light                 boom (Ref: dm-1024B)

Black Light Boom (Stand Not Included)
    Three sections max extension to 2.1 m
    Dismantled length is 71cm (28'') for ease
storage or transport
    Supplied with counterweight.

Studio shooters will appreciate the ease of
light-angle control offered by this heavy-duty,
telescopic boom. Location shooters will enjoy
its portability. 
(Not including stand)

36. Redwing 6220    Remote 260cm  Redwing boom (Ref: dm-1025-6220-R)

Studio shooters will appreciate the ease of
light-angle control offered by this heavy-duty,
telescopic boom. Location shooters will enjoy
its portability. 
(Not including stand)

Black Light Boom (Stand Not Included)
    Three sections max extension to 2.1 m
    Dismantled length is 71cm (28'') for ease
storage or transport
    Supplied with counterweight.

35. Manfrotto 024     Light                 boom (Ref: dm-1024B)

Black Light Boom (Stand Not Included)
    Three sections max extension to 2.1 m
    Dismantled length is 71cm (28'') for ease
storage or transport
    Supplied with counterweight.

Studio shooters will appreciate the ease of
light-angle control offered by this heavy-duty,
telescopic boom. Location shooters will enjoy
its portability. 
(Not including stand)

36. Redwing 6220    Remote 260cm  Redwing boom (Ref: dm-1025-6220-R)

Studio shooters will appreciate the ease of
light-angle control offered by this heavy-duty,
telescopic boom. Location shooters will enjoy
its portability. 
(Not including stand)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( BLACK)

37. Manfrotto 025B    Super w/stand black   boom (Ref: dm-1025B)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( BLACK)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( SILVER)

38. Manfrotto 025BS   Super w/stand Silver  boom (Ref: dm-1025BS)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( SILVER)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( BLACK)

37. Manfrotto 025B    Super w/stand black   boom (Ref: dm-1025B)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( BLACK)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( SILVER)

38. Manfrotto 025BS   Super w/stand Silver  boom (Ref: dm-1025BS)

Top tube diameter 35mm 1 section boom arm
complete with Pivoting Clamp 123, Counter
Weight 022, Cable Clips and Cine Stand 008
with casters. ( SILVER)

The strongest and most popular boom on the
market offering the most control. The
Manfrotto Super Boom features coaxial
geared controls at the end of the boom, which
permits movement a full 180°.

39. Manfrotto 025BSL  Super without stand   boom (Ref: dm-1025BSL)

The strongest and most popular boom on the
market offering the most control. The
Manfrotto Super Boom features coaxial
geared controls at the end of the boom, which
permits movement a full 180°.

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. 

40. Manfrotto >420B   Combi-Boom stand Black (Ref: dm-1420B)

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. 

The strongest and most popular boom on the
market offering the most control. The
Manfrotto Super Boom features coaxial
geared controls at the end of the boom, which
permits movement a full 180°.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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39. Manfrotto 025BSL  Super without stand   boom (Ref: dm-1025BSL)

The strongest and most popular boom on the
market offering the most control. The
Manfrotto Super Boom features coaxial
geared controls at the end of the boom, which
permits movement a full 180°.

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. 

40. Manfrotto >420B   Combi-Boom stand Black (Ref: dm-1420B)

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. 

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. Legs and column in steel,
last two sections in aluminium.

41. Manfrotto 420CSU Combi-Boom stand HD steel (Ref: dm-1420CSU)

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. Legs and column in steel,
last two sections in aluminium.

Largest boom in the range, remote control of
pan, tilt and rotation of light fixture plus geared
telescopic extension. 

42. Manfrotto 425B   Mega boom no stand (Ref: dm-1425B)

Largest boom in the range, remote control of
pan, tilt and rotation of light fixture plus geared
telescopic extension. 

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. Legs and column in steel,
last two sections in aluminium.

41. Manfrotto 420CSU Combi-Boom stand HD steel (Ref: dm-1420CSU)

Aluminium stand. Supplied with sandbag
counterweight (empty) for maximum stability
and smoothness. Legs and column in steel,
last two sections in aluminium.

Largest boom in the range, remote control of
pan, tilt and rotation of light fixture plus geared
telescopic extension. 

42. Manfrotto 425B   Mega boom no stand (Ref: dm-1425B)

Largest boom in the range, remote control of
pan, tilt and rotation of light fixture plus geared
telescopic extension. 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

43. Avenger A2030DKIT   40in       C-Stand SET (Ref: dma-A2030DSET)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2033L C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

44. Avenger >A2033LKT 33 Sliding L    stand SET (Ref: dma-A2033LKIT)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2033L C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

43. Avenger A2030DKIT   40in       C-Stand SET (Ref: dma-A2030DSET)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2033L C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

44. Avenger >A2033LKT 33 Sliding L    stand SET (Ref: dma-A2033LKIT)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2033L C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

Supplied with sandbag counterweight (empty)
for maximum stability and smoothness. Black
aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø: 35,
30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling leg.
Min extension boom 113cm. Max load 15kg.

45. Avenger #A4041B  41              boom stand (Ref: dma-A4041B)

Supplied with sandbag counterweight (empty)
for maximum stability and smoothness. Black
aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø: 35,
30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling leg.
Min extension boom 113cm. Max load 15kg.

Chrome steel stand with 4 sections, 3 risers
and 1 levelling leg. 
46. Avenger A4050CS 50 Steel        Boom stand (Ref: dma-A4050CS)

Chrome steel stand with 4 sections, 3 risers
and 1 levelling leg. 

Supplied with sandbag counterweight (empty)
for maximum stability and smoothness. Black
aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø: 35,
30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling leg.
Min extension boom 113cm. Max load 15kg.

45. Avenger #A4041B  41              boom stand (Ref: dma-A4041B)

Supplied with sandbag counterweight (empty)
for maximum stability and smoothness. Black
aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø: 35,
30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling leg.
Min extension boom 113cm. Max load 15kg.

Chrome steel stand with 4 sections, 3 risers
and 1 levelling leg. 

46. Avenger A4050CS 50 Steel        Boom stand (Ref: dma-A4050CS)

Chrome steel stand with 4 sections, 3 risers
and 1 levelling leg. 

This low-priced, lightweight boom arm is
strong enough to support most light units -
with or without a medium size soft box. 

47. Redwing 6210 Boom arm 185cm (Ref: hbcr6210)

This low-priced, lightweight boom arm is
strong enough to support most light units -
with or without a medium size soft box. 

This boom is perfect for the general studio or
low-angle applications that other booms can't
handle. With the angle indicator, you can
easily repeat a setup. 

48. Redwing 6245 Standard light boom (Ref: hbcr6245)

This boom is perfect for the general studio or
low-angle applications that other booms can't
handle. With the angle indicator, you can
easily repeat a setup. 

This low-priced, lightweight boom arm is
strong enough to support most light units -
with or without a medium size soft box. 

47. Redwing 6210 Boom arm 185cm (Ref: hbcr6210)

This low-priced, lightweight boom arm is
strong enough to support most light units -
with or without a medium size soft box. 

This boom is perfect for the general studio or
low-angle applications that other booms can't
handle. With the angle indicator, you can
easily repeat a setup. 

48. Redwing 6245 Standard light boom (Ref: hbcr6245)

This boom is perfect for the general studio or
low-angle applications that other booms can't
handle. With the angle indicator, you can
easily repeat a setup. 

The Phottix Light Stand Boom Arm turns any
light stand into a boom stand. The Boom Arm
attached to standard light stands and offers a
160cm (62") extendable boom.

49. Phottix 88199 160cm inc sbag      Boom arm (Ref: T-60-88199)

The Phottix Light Stand Boom Arm turns any
light stand into a boom stand. The Boom Arm
attached to standard light stands and offers a
160cm (62") extendable boom.

A light stand with built-in boom arm - sandbag
counterweight included. This stand extends to
395cm - put a light exactly where you need it. 

50. Phottix 88220  395cm & sbg      boom stand (Ref: T-60-88220)

A light stand with built-in boom arm - sandbag
counterweight included. This stand extends to
395cm - put a light exactly where you need it. 

The Phottix Light Stand Boom Arm turns any
light stand into a boom stand. The Boom Arm
attached to standard light stands and offers a
160cm (62") extendable boom.

49. Phottix 88199 160cm inc sbag      Boom arm (Ref: T-60-88199)

The Phottix Light Stand Boom Arm turns any
light stand into a boom stand. The Boom Arm
attached to standard light stands and offers a
160cm (62") extendable boom.

A light stand with built-in boom arm - sandbag
counterweight included. This stand extends to
395cm - put a light exactly where you need it. 

50. Phottix 88220  395cm & sbg      boom stand (Ref: T-60-88220)

A light stand with built-in boom arm - sandbag
counterweight included. This stand extends to
395cm - put a light exactly where you need it. 

The ultimate light stand - the professional's
choice. Made from stainless steel the Phottix
Professional Light C-Stand and Boom extends
to 280cm and offer great flexibility for flashes,
studio lights, flags and other studio gear.

51. Phottix 88230            SS boom & C-stand (Ref: T-60-88230)

The ultimate light stand - the professional's
choice. Made from stainless steel the Phottix
Professional Light C-Stand and Boom extends
to 280cm and offer great flexibility for flashes,
studio lights, flags and other studio gear.

The Manfrotto 157B-3 Microphone Boom 3
Sect is constructed of electro-welded
aluminium tubes which yield higher tensile
strength and hardness, when compared to
extruded aluminium tubing, used to construct
cheaper products

52. Manfrotto 157B-3 Microphone             boom (Ref: dm-6157B-3)

The Manfrotto 157B-3 Microphone Boom 3
Sect is constructed of electro-welded
aluminium tubes which yield higher tensile
strength and hardness, when compared to
extruded aluminium tubing, used to construct
cheaper products

The ultimate light stand - the professional's
choice. Made from stainless steel the Phottix
Professional Light C-Stand and Boom extends
to 280cm and offer great flexibility for flashes,
studio lights, flags and other studio gear.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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51. Phottix 88230            SS boom & C-stand (Ref: T-60-88230)

The ultimate light stand - the professional's
choice. Made from stainless steel the Phottix
Professional Light C-Stand and Boom extends
to 280cm and offer great flexibility for flashes,
studio lights, flags and other studio gear.

The Manfrotto 157B-3 Microphone Boom 3
Sect is constructed of electro-welded
aluminium tubes which yield higher tensile
strength and hardness, when compared to
extruded aluminium tubing, used to construct
cheaper products

52. Manfrotto 157B-3 Microphone             boom (Ref: dm-6157B-3)

The Manfrotto 157B-3 Microphone Boom 3
Sect is constructed of electro-welded
aluminium tubes which yield higher tensile
strength and hardness, when compared to
extruded aluminium tubing, used to construct
cheaper products

Microphone Boom - 67-210cm53. Manfrotto 157B-4 Microphone             boom (Ref: dm-6157B-4)

Microphone Boom - 67-210cm

Rubber dampening system to absorb
vibrations. Swiveling yoke has 3/8'' threaded
hole. Universal type microphone clip. Grabs
microphones from diameter 20mm to 35mm 

54. Manfrotto MICC4  Microphone holder Pro (Ref: dm-6MICC4)

Rubber dampening system to absorb
vibrations. Swiveling yoke has 3/8'' threaded
hole. Universal type microphone clip. Grabs
microphones from diameter 20mm to 35mm 

Microphone Boom - 67-210cm

53. Manfrotto 157B-4 Microphone             boom (Ref: dm-6157B-4)

Microphone Boom - 67-210cm

Rubber dampening system to absorb
vibrations. Swiveling yoke has 3/8'' threaded
hole. Universal type microphone clip. Grabs
microphones from diameter 20mm to 35mm 

54. Manfrotto MICC4  Microphone holder Pro (Ref: dm-6MICC4)

Rubber dampening system to absorb
vibrations. Swiveling yoke has 3/8'' threaded
hole. Universal type microphone clip. Grabs
microphones from diameter 20mm to 35mm 

The RØDE Boompole is a precision balanced
professional boom pole for location recording,
machined from high grade, lightweight
aluminium. 

55. Rode Boompole (Ref: r-02-Boompole)

The RØDE Boompole is a precision balanced
professional boom pole for location recording,
machined from high grade, lightweight
aluminium. 

The BoomPole Bag is a high-quality neoprene
carry bag designed to accommodate a
boompole with shock mount and microphone
attached.

56. Rode Boompole Bag (Ref: r-02-Boompole-bag)

The BoomPole Bag is a high-quality neoprene
carry bag designed to accommodate a
boompole with shock mount and microphone
attached.

The RØDE Boompole is a precision balanced
professional boom pole for location recording,
machined from high grade, lightweight
aluminium. 

55. Rode Boompole (Ref: r-02-Boompole)

The RØDE Boompole is a precision balanced
professional boom pole for location recording,
machined from high grade, lightweight
aluminium. 

The BoomPole Bag is a high-quality neoprene
carry bag designed to accommodate a
boompole with shock mount and microphone
attached.

56. Rode Boompole Bag (Ref: r-02-Boompole-bag)

The BoomPole Bag is a high-quality neoprene
carry bag designed to accommodate a
boompole with shock mount and microphone
attached.

The RØDE Boompole Clips are designed to
quickly and easily mount onto any RØDE
boompole to secure the microphone lead and
minimise any movement.

Supplied in a pack of 5.

57. Rode Boompole Clips pack of 5 (Ref: r-02-Boompole-clips)

The RØDE Boompole Clips are designed to
quickly and easily mount onto any RØDE
boompole to secure the microphone lead and
minimise any movement.

Supplied in a pack of 5.

The RØDE Micro Boompole provides ultimate
boom pole performance in a convenient and
portable size.

58. Rode Boompole Micro 2063mm 396gm (Ref: r-02-BoompoleMicro)

The RØDE Micro Boompole provides ultimate
boom pole performance in a convenient and
portable size.

The RØDE Boompole Clips are designed to
quickly and easily mount onto any RØDE
boompole to secure the microphone lead and
minimise any movement.

Supplied in a pack of 5.

57. Rode Boompole Clips pack of 5 (Ref: r-02-Boompole-clips)

The RØDE Boompole Clips are designed to
quickly and easily mount onto any RØDE
boompole to secure the microphone lead and
minimise any movement.

Supplied in a pack of 5.

The RØDE Micro Boompole provides ultimate
boom pole performance in a convenient and
portable size.

58. Rode Boompole Micro 2063mm 396gm (Ref: r-02-BoompoleMicro)

The RØDE Micro Boompole provides ultimate
boom pole performance in a convenient and
portable size.

The Micro Boompole Pro is a unique, modular
booming device that allows location sound
engineers to capture audio in confined or
difficult spaces

59. Rode Boompole Micro Pro Utra light 2.2m (Ref: r-02-BoompoleMicroP)

The Micro Boompole Pro is a unique, modular
booming device that allows location sound
engineers to capture audio in confined or
difficult spaces

The RØDE Mini-Boompole is a lightweight,
high grade professional boom pole. 
60. Rode Boompole Mini 2.2mtr (Ref: r-02-BoompoleMini)

The RØDE Mini-Boompole is a lightweight,
high grade professional boom pole. 

The Micro Boompole Pro is a unique, modular
booming device that allows location sound
engineers to capture audio in confined or
difficult spaces

59. Rode Boompole Micro Pro Utra light 2.2m (Ref: r-02-BoompoleMicroP)

The Micro Boompole Pro is a unique, modular
booming device that allows location sound
engineers to capture audio in confined or
difficult spaces

The RØDE Mini-Boompole is a lightweight,
high grade professional boom pole. 

60. Rode Boompole Mini 2.2mtr (Ref: r-02-BoompoleMini)

The RØDE Mini-Boompole is a lightweight,
high grade professional boom pole. 

Made from carbon fibre, the RØDE Boompole
Pro weighs only 535gm (18oz) and, from a
compact 810mm (2‘ 8”), extends to a full 3m
(10’). Designed for use with professional
shotgun microphones such as the RODE
NTG3 as well as the Blimp windshield system,

61. Rode Boompole Pro  Carbon 3mtr     boom (Ref: r-02-BoompolePro)

Made from carbon fibre, the RØDE Boompole
Pro weighs only 535gm (18oz) and, from a
compact 810mm (2‘ 8”), extends to a full 3m
(10’). Designed for use with professional
shotgun microphones such as the RODE
NTG3 as well as the Blimp windshield system,

Holder for 8 light stands. Width: 115cm.
Distance between fixing holes: 64.4cm.
Depth: 19cm

62. Manfrotto 027     Wall mt holder 8 std (Ref: dm-1027)

Holder for 8 light stands. Width: 115cm.
Distance between fixing holes: 64.4cm.
Depth: 19cm

Made from carbon fibre, the RØDE Boompole
Pro weighs only 535gm (18oz) and, from a
compact 810mm (2‘ 8”), extends to a full 3m
(10’). Designed for use with professional
shotgun microphones such as the RODE
NTG3 as well as the Blimp windshield system,

61. Rode Boompole Pro  Carbon 3mtr     boom (Ref: r-02-BoompolePro)

Made from carbon fibre, the RØDE Boompole
Pro weighs only 535gm (18oz) and, from a
compact 810mm (2‘ 8”), extends to a full 3m
(10’). Designed for use with professional
shotgun microphones such as the RODE
NTG3 as well as the Blimp windshield system,

Holder for 8 light stands. Width: 115cm.
Distance between fixing holes: 64.4cm.
Depth: 19cm

62. Manfrotto 027     Wall mt holder 8 std (Ref: dm-1027)

Holder for 8 light stands. Width: 115cm.
Distance between fixing holes: 64.4cm.
Depth: 19cm

Tower stands (also known as Studio- or
Column Stands) offer studio photographers
rock solid support for photo equipment of all
formats up to the largest view or field cameras

63. Manfrotto 806   Mini 190         salon stand (Ref: dm-3806)

Tower stands (also known as Studio- or
Column Stands) offer studio photographers
rock solid support for photo equipment of all
formats up to the largest view or field cameras

Just slightly lighter in construction, the Salon
230 has a 8cm diameter black anodised
aluminium column with a working height of
221cm provided with an adjust-able
counter-balanced sliding horizontal 80cm
crossarm.

64. Manfrotto 809   Mini  230        salon stand (Ref: dm-3809)

Just slightly lighter in construction, the Salon
230 has a 8cm diameter black anodised
aluminium column with a working height of
221cm provided with an adjust-able
counter-balanced sliding horizontal 80cm
crossarm.

Tower stands (also known as Studio- or
Column Stands) offer studio photographers
rock solid support for photo equipment of all
formats up to the largest view or field cameras

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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63. Manfrotto 806   Mini 190         salon stand (Ref: dm-3806)

Tower stands (also known as Studio- or
Column Stands) offer studio photographers
rock solid support for photo equipment of all
formats up to the largest view or field cameras

Just slightly lighter in construction, the Salon
230 has a 8cm diameter black anodised
aluminium column with a working height of
221cm provided with an adjust-able
counter-balanced sliding horizontal 80cm
crossarm.

64. Manfrotto 809   Mini  230        salon stand (Ref: dm-3809)

Just slightly lighter in construction, the Salon
230 has a 8cm diameter black anodised
aluminium column with a working height of
221cm provided with an adjust-able
counter-balanced sliding horizontal 80cm
crossarm.

The Manfrotto 816 Tower Stand 280CM is
Manfrotto’s Top-of-the-Line stand that brings
the ultimate in stability to new heights in your
studio

65. Manfrotto 816   Super 280        salon stand (Ref: dm-3816)

The Manfrotto 816 Tower Stand 280CM is
Manfrotto’s Top-of-the-Line stand that brings
the ultimate in stability to new heights in your
studio

height 284.0 cm minimum height 60.0 cm
maximum height 274.0 cm weight 80.00 kg
load capacity 15.00 kg

66. Manfrotto 816.1 Super 230        salon stand (Ref: dm-3816-1)

height 284.0 cm minimum height 60.0 cm
maximum height 274.0 cm weight 80.00 kg
load capacity 15.00 kg

The Manfrotto 816 Tower Stand 280CM is
Manfrotto’s Top-of-the-Line stand that brings
the ultimate in stability to new heights in your
studio

65. Manfrotto 816   Super 280        salon stand (Ref: dm-3816)

The Manfrotto 816 Tower Stand 280CM is
Manfrotto’s Top-of-the-Line stand that brings
the ultimate in stability to new heights in your
studio

height 284.0 cm minimum height 60.0 cm
maximum height 274.0 cm weight 80.00 kg
load capacity 15.00 kg

66. Manfrotto 816.1 Super 230        salon stand (Ref: dm-3816-1)

height 284.0 cm minimum height 60.0 cm
maximum height 274.0 cm weight 80.00 kg
load capacity 15.00 kg

The Manfrotto 820 Column Extension 45cm is
Manfrotto Horizontal Extension Arm for Salon,
Super Salon Stands. The Manfrotto 820 fits
0836 Salon and 0866 Super Salon Camera
Stands. 

67. Manfrotto 820   Column extension 45cm (Ref: dm-3820)

The Manfrotto 820 Column Extension 45cm is
Manfrotto Horizontal Extension Arm for Salon,
Super Salon Stands. The Manfrotto 820 fits
0836 Salon and 0866 Super Salon Camera
Stands. 

The Manfrotto 822 Low Angle Adaptor Arm S
Shaped s connection bracket between the
horizontal arm and the column extension
which permits increasing or decreasing the
shooting point compared to the horizontal
arm.

68. Manfrotto 822   Low angle adapter (Ref: dm-3822)

The Manfrotto 822 Low Angle Adaptor Arm S
Shaped s connection bracket between the
horizontal arm and the column extension
which permits increasing or decreasing the
shooting point compared to the horizontal
arm.

The Manfrotto 820 Column Extension 45cm is
Manfrotto Horizontal Extension Arm for Salon,
Super Salon Stands. The Manfrotto 820 fits
0836 Salon and 0866 Super Salon Camera
Stands. 

67. Manfrotto 820   Column extension 45cm (Ref: dm-3820)

The Manfrotto 820 Column Extension 45cm is
Manfrotto Horizontal Extension Arm for Salon,
Super Salon Stands. The Manfrotto 820 fits
0836 Salon and 0866 Super Salon Camera
Stands. 

The Manfrotto 822 Low Angle Adaptor Arm S
Shaped s connection bracket between the
horizontal arm and the column extension
which permits increasing or decreasing the
shooting point compared to the horizontal
arm.

68. Manfrotto 822   Low angle adapter (Ref: dm-3822)

The Manfrotto 822 Low Angle Adaptor Arm S
Shaped s connection bracket between the
horizontal arm and the column extension
which permits increasing or decreasing the
shooting point compared to the horizontal
arm.

Revolving head with 3/8" threaded fitting.69. Manfrotto 824   Revolving head adapter (Ref: dm-3824)

Revolving head with 3/8" threaded fitting.

Manfrotto 826 Additional Camera Holder -
This optional camera holder allows to put a
second camera on the horizontal arm of your
Studio Stand.For model 809, 816 and 816/1.

70. Manfrotto 826   Additional Camera holder arm (Ref: dm-3826)

Manfrotto 826 Additional Camera Holder -
This optional camera holder allows to put a
second camera on the horizontal arm of your
Studio Stand.For model 809, 816 and 816/1.

Revolving head with 3/8" threaded fitting.

69. Manfrotto 824   Revolving head adapter (Ref: dm-3824)

Revolving head with 3/8" threaded fitting.

Manfrotto 826 Additional Camera Holder -
This optional camera holder allows to put a
second camera on the horizontal arm of your
Studio Stand.For model 809, 816 and 816/1.

70. Manfrotto 826   Additional Camera holder arm (Ref: dm-3826)

Manfrotto 826 Additional Camera Holder -
This optional camera holder allows to put a
second camera on the horizontal arm of your
Studio Stand.For model 809, 816 and 816/1.

Manfrotto 840 Additional Camera Mount - This
optional camera holder allows to put a second
camera on the horizontal arm of your Studio
Stand. For model 806.

71. Manfrotto 840   Addition camera mount (Ref: dm-3840)

Manfrotto 840 Additional Camera Mount - This
optional camera holder allows to put a second
camera on the horizontal arm of your Studio
Stand. For model 806.

29x29CM Tray for Super Minisalon 72. Manfrotto 844   Utility tray (Ref: dm-3844)

29x29CM Tray for Super Minisalon 

Manfrotto 840 Additional Camera Mount - This
optional camera holder allows to put a second
camera on the horizontal arm of your Studio
Stand. For model 806.

71. Manfrotto 840   Addition camera mount (Ref: dm-3840)

Manfrotto 840 Additional Camera Mount - This
optional camera holder allows to put a second
camera on the horizontal arm of your Studio
Stand. For model 806.

29x29CM Tray for Super Minisalon 

72. Manfrotto 844   Utility tray (Ref: dm-3844)

29x29CM Tray for Super Minisalon 

CST-19 C-Stand 192cm73. V-Tec CST19   C-Stand 192cm (Ref: 28-SCST19)

CST-19 C-Stand 192cm

CST series C-Stand74. V-Tec .CST24   C-Stand 240cm (Ref: 28-SCST24)

CST series C-Stand

CST-19 C-Stand 192cm

73. V-Tec CST19   C-Stand 192cm (Ref: 28-SCST19)

CST-19 C-Stand 192cm

CST series C-Stand

74. V-Tec .CST24   C-Stand 240cm (Ref: 28-SCST24)

CST series C-Stand

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand75. V-Tec -LM-3900GA/B Pro stand 390cm (Ref: 28-SLM3900)

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand

Metal Collar Video Stand76. V-Tec LM-4800HL   Pro stand 480cm (Ref: 28-SLM4800HL)

Metal Collar Video Stand

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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75. V-Tec -LM-3900GA/B Pro stand 390cm (Ref: 28-SLM3900)

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand

Metal Collar Video Stand

76. V-Tec LM-4800HL   Pro stand 480cm (Ref: 28-SLM4800HL)

Metal Collar Video Stand

Chrome plated steel stand air cushioned. 3
sections, 2 risers. 1 levelling leg.
77. Manfrotto 126BSUAC Heavy duty          stand (Ref: dm-0126BSUAC)

Chrome plated steel stand air cushioned. 3
sections, 2 risers. 1 levelling leg.

This is a Manfrotto 126BSU Heavy Duty Cine
Stand. It is made of black, anodized steel and
rises to a maximum height of 11' (3.3 m). Its
leveling leg eases use on uneven terrain or
stairs. This stand has three sections, two
risers

78. Manfrotto 126CSU   Heavy duty          stand (Ref: dm-0126CSU)

This is a Manfrotto 126BSU Heavy Duty Cine
Stand. It is made of black, anodized steel and
rises to a maximum height of 11' (3.3 m). Its
leveling leg eases use on uneven terrain or
stairs. This stand has three sections, two
risers

Chrome plated steel stand air cushioned. 3
sections, 2 risers. 1 levelling leg.

77. Manfrotto 126BSUAC Heavy duty          stand (Ref: dm-0126BSUAC)

Chrome plated steel stand air cushioned. 3
sections, 2 risers. 1 levelling leg.

This is a Manfrotto 126BSU Heavy Duty Cine
Stand. It is made of black, anodized steel and
rises to a maximum height of 11' (3.3 m). Its
leveling leg eases use on uneven terrain or
stairs. This stand has three sections, two
risers

78. Manfrotto 126CSU   Heavy duty          stand (Ref: dm-0126CSU)

This is a Manfrotto 126BSU Heavy Duty Cine
Stand. It is made of black, anodized steel and
rises to a maximum height of 11' (3.3 m). Its
leveling leg eases use on uneven terrain or
stairs. This stand has three sections, two
risers

This Manfrotto 146CS High Steel Stand
Extension attaches to the top of your heavy
duty stand and extends its height an
additional 53 - 123.6" (1.4 x 3.1 m).

79. Manfrotto 146B    Ext 3 sec H/duty       ext (Ref: dm-0146B)

This Manfrotto 146CS High Steel Stand
Extension attaches to the top of your heavy
duty stand and extends its height an
additional 53 - 123.6" (1.4 x 3.1 m).

Black aluminium post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

80. Manfrotto 231B    Column Black         stand (Ref: dm-0231B)

Black aluminium post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

This Manfrotto 146CS High Steel Stand
Extension attaches to the top of your heavy
duty stand and extends its height an
additional 53 - 123.6" (1.4 x 3.1 m).

79. Manfrotto 146B    Ext 3 sec H/duty       ext (Ref: dm-0146B)

This Manfrotto 146CS High Steel Stand
Extension attaches to the top of your heavy
duty stand and extends its height an
additional 53 - 123.6" (1.4 x 3.1 m).

Black aluminium post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

80. Manfrotto 231B    Column Black         stand (Ref: dm-0231B)

Black aluminium post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

Chromium plated steel post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

81. Manfrotto 231CS   Column Chrome        stand (Ref: dm-0231CS)

Chromium plated steel post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

The Manfrotto 256 Self Lock Stand features
Professional Monopod with the handy addition
of three retractable legs

82. Manfrotto #256BUAC Self lock            stand (Ref: dm-0256buac)

The Manfrotto 256 Self Lock Stand features
Professional Monopod with the handy addition
of three retractable legs

Chromium plated steel post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

81. Manfrotto 231CS   Column Chrome        stand (Ref: dm-0231CS)

Chromium plated steel post: diameter: 35mm.
Height of light fixture: from ground level to
250cm. Complete with braked wheels. 1
levelling leg. 

The Manfrotto 256 Self Lock Stand features
Professional Monopod with the handy addition
of three retractable legs

82. Manfrotto #256BUAC Self lock            stand (Ref: dm-0256buac)

The Manfrotto 256 Self Lock Stand features
Professional Monopod with the handy addition
of three retractable legs

Black self-locking 3-section, air-cushioned
cine stand with levelling leg 
83. Manfrotto #256BUAC-3 Self lock     High stand (Ref: dm-0256BUAC-3)

Black self-locking 3-section, air-cushioned
cine stand with levelling leg 

Manfrotto Black 14.9' Super Alu Stand with
Leveling Leg
84. Manfrotto #269     BU super             stand (Ref: dm-0269BU)

Manfrotto Black 14.9' Super Alu Stand with
Leveling Leg

Black self-locking 3-section, air-cushioned
cine stand with levelling leg 

83. Manfrotto #256BUAC-3 Self lock     High stand (Ref: dm-0256BUAC-3)

Black self-locking 3-section, air-cushioned
cine stand with levelling leg 

Manfrotto Black 14.9' Super Alu Stand with
Leveling Leg

84. Manfrotto #269     BU super             stand (Ref: dm-0269BU)

Manfrotto Black 14.9' Super Alu Stand with
Leveling Leg

269HDB-3U is based on the 269HDBU
lighting stand modified to support your camera
up to 7.3m (24 ft.). The special top attachment
permits you to attach a camera head, or
directly attach your camera.

85. Manfrotto 269     HDBU super giant blk stand (Ref: dm-0269HDB-3U)

269HDB-3U is based on the 269HDBU
lighting stand modified to support your camera
up to 7.3m (24 ft.). The special top attachment
permits you to attach a camera head, or
directly attach your camera.

Alluminium stand. 6 sections, 5 risers. 1
levelling leg.
86. Manfrotto 269     HDBU High black      stand (Ref: dm-0269HDBU)

Alluminium stand. 6 sections, 5 risers. 1
levelling leg.

269HDB-3U is based on the 269HDBU
lighting stand modified to support your camera
up to 7.3m (24 ft.). The special top attachment
permits you to attach a camera head, or
directly attach your camera.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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85. Manfrotto 269     HDBU super giant blk stand (Ref: dm-0269HDB-3U)

269HDB-3U is based on the 269HDBU
lighting stand modified to support your camera
up to 7.3m (24 ft.). The special top attachment
permits you to attach a camera head, or
directly attach your camera.

Alluminium stand. 6 sections, 5 risers. 1
levelling leg.

86. Manfrotto 269     HDBU High black      stand (Ref: dm-0269HDBU)

Alluminium stand. 6 sections, 5 risers. 1
levelling leg.

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections, complete with wheels. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 

87. Manfrotto 298B    alu-studio 3sec      stand (Ref: dm-0298B)

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections, complete with wheels. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections. Supply with low profile base that slip
easily into position on sets, one levelling leg
and casters.  3 section, 2 riser ø: 35, 30,
25mm Supplied with Spigot 013  

88. Manfrotto 299B    Studio  base         stand (Ref: dm-0299B)

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections. Supply with low profile base that slip
easily into position on sets, one levelling leg
and casters.  3 section, 2 riser ø: 35, 30,
25mm Supplied with Spigot 013  

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections, complete with wheels. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 

87. Manfrotto 298B    alu-studio 3sec      stand (Ref: dm-0298B)

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections, complete with wheels. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections. Supply with low profile base that slip
easily into position on sets, one levelling leg
and casters.  3 section, 2 riser ø: 35, 30,
25mm Supplied with Spigot 013  

88. Manfrotto 299B    Studio  base         stand (Ref: dm-0299B)

Black steel base, silver anodised aluminium
sections. Supply with low profile base that slip
easily into position on sets, one levelling leg
and casters.  3 section, 2 riser ø: 35, 30,
25mm Supplied with Spigot 013  

Black aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

89. Avenger #A0030B baby alu              stand (Ref: dma-A0030B)

Black aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    2 Risers, 3 Sections
    Mount: 5/8" Male and 1/ 1/8" Female

90. Avenger A1020B  Combo 20             stand (Ref: dma-A1020B)

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    2 Risers, 3 Sections
    Mount: 5/8" Male and 1/ 1/8" Female

Black aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

89. Avenger #A0030B baby alu              stand (Ref: dma-A0030B)

Black aluminium stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    2 Risers, 3 Sections
    Mount: 5/8" Male and 1/ 1/8" Female

90. Avenger A1020B  Combo 20             stand (Ref: dma-A1020B)

    Aluminum Alloy Construction
    2 Risers, 3 Sections
    Mount: 5/8" Male and 1/ 1/8" Female

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø: 45,
40, 35mm. Leg: 25x25mm. 1 levelling leg
91. Avenger #A1035B  Combo                stand (Ref: dma-A1035B)

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø: 45,
40, 35mm. Leg: 25x25mm. 1 levelling leg

3 sections (Ø: 35, 30, 25mm) chrome steel
column. 
92. Avenger #A2014  Double riser 20in    column (Ref: dma-A2014)

3 sections (Ø: 35, 30, 25mm) chrome steel
column. 

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø: 45,
40, 35mm. Leg: 25x25mm. 1 levelling leg

91. Avenger #A1035B  Combo                stand (Ref: dma-A1035B)

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø: 45,
40, 35mm. Leg: 25x25mm. 1 levelling leg

3 sections (Ø: 35, 30, 25mm) chrome steel
column. 

92. Avenger #A2014  Double riser 20in    column (Ref: dma-A2014)

3 sections (Ø: 35, 30, 25mm) chrome steel
column. 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 
93. Avenger #A2016D 20in Detach base      stand (Ref: dma-A2016D)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 

The Avenger Century stand is unlike any
other. Fitted with captive handles that do not
vibrate free; utilizing a new lightweight steel
making them up to 1kg lighter but just as
strong; triple chrome plating resistant to
corrosion

94. Avenger #A2018L 20in sliding leg      stand (Ref: dma-A2018L)

The Avenger Century stand is unlike any
other. Fitted with captive handles that do not
vibrate free; utilizing a new lightweight steel
making them up to 1kg lighter but just as
strong; triple chrome plating resistant to
corrosion

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 

93. Avenger #A2016D 20in Detach base      stand (Ref: dma-A2016D)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 

The Avenger Century stand is unlike any
other. Fitted with captive handles that do not
vibrate free; utilizing a new lightweight steel
making them up to 1kg lighter but just as
strong; triple chrome plating resistant to
corrosion

94. Avenger #A2018L 20in sliding leg      stand (Ref: dma-A2018L)

The Avenger Century stand is unlike any
other. Fitted with captive handles that do not
vibrate free; utilizing a new lightweight steel
making them up to 1kg lighter but just as
strong; triple chrome plating resistant to
corrosion

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 
95. Avenger #A2025L 30in sliding leg      stand (Ref: dma-A2025L)

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 

Black, chromium plated, steel stand. 3
sections, 2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø:
25mm. 

96. Avenger #A2025LCB 30in sliding leg    stand (Ref: dma-A2025LCB)

Black, chromium plated, steel stand. 3
sections, 2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø:
25mm. 

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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95. Avenger #A2025L 30in sliding leg      stand (Ref: dma-A2025L)

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 

Black, chromium plated, steel stand. 3
sections, 2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø:
25mm. 

96. Avenger #A2025LCB 30in sliding leg    stand (Ref: dma-A2025LCB)

Black, chromium plated, steel stand. 3
sections, 2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø:
25mm. 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 
97. Avenger #A2030D   40in detach base    stand (Ref: dma-A2030D)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. Black
98. Avenger A2030DCB 40in detach base    stand (Ref: dma-A2030DCB)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. Black

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 

97. Avenger #A2030D   40in detach base    stand (Ref: dma-A2030D)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. 

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. Black

98. Avenger A2030DCB 40in detach base    stand (Ref: dma-A2030DCB)

Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm. Black

Black Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections,
2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

99. Avenger A2030DCBKIT       40in C-Stand SET (Ref: dma-A2030DCBSET)

Black Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections,
2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

Black chrome steel legs and aluminium risers.
Weight: 4kg. DIN15560: 0,2kg@328cm. 
100. Avenger A2033LCB  fixed Leg          stand (Ref: dma-A2033FCB)

Black chrome steel legs and aluminium risers.
Weight: 4kg. DIN15560: 0,2kg@328cm. 

Black Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections,
2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

99. Avenger A2030DCBKIT       40in C-Stand SET (Ref: dma-A2030DCBSET)

Black Chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections,
2 risers. Ø: 35, 30, 25mm. Leg Ø: 25mm.
includes: A2030D C-STAND D200 2'' GRIP
HEAD D520 40'' EXTENSION GRIP ARM 

Black chrome steel legs and aluminium risers.
Weight: 4kg. DIN15560: 0,2kg@328cm. 

100. Avenger A2033LCB  fixed Leg          stand (Ref: dma-A2033FCB)

Black chrome steel legs and aluminium risers.
Weight: 4kg. DIN15560: 0,2kg@328cm. 

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 
101. Avenger A2033L    40in sliding leg   stand (Ref: dma-A2033L)

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 

Blkack Chrome plated steel stand with 3
sections and 2 risers. 
102. Avenger A2033LCB  Sliding Leg        stand (Ref: dma-A2033LCB)

Blkack Chrome plated steel stand with 3
sections and 2 risers. 

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 

101. Avenger A2033L    40in sliding leg   stand (Ref: dma-A2033L)

Chromium plated steel stand with 3 sections
and 2 risers. 

Blkack Chrome plated steel stand with 3
sections and 2 risers. 

102. Avenger A2033LCB  Sliding Leg        stand (Ref: dma-A2033LCB)

Blkack Chrome plated steel stand with 3
sections and 2 risers. 

Chrome steel stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
45, 40, 35, 30mm. Leg: 25 x 25mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

103. Avenger #A3056CS  Low Combo           stand (Ref: dma-A3056CS)

Chrome steel stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
45, 40, 35, 30mm. Leg: 25 x 25mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

    Locking Wheels
    Two Risers
    5/8" Stud

104. Avenger A5029  Lighting roller 29    stand (Ref: dma-A5029)

    Locking Wheels
    Two Risers
    5/8" Stud

Chrome steel stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
45, 40, 35, 30mm. Leg: 25 x 25mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

103. Avenger #A3056CS  Low Combo           stand (Ref: dma-A3056CS)

Chrome steel stand. 4 sections, 3 risers. Ø:
45, 40, 35, 30mm. Leg: 25 x 25mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

    Locking Wheels
    Two Risers
    5/8" Stud

104. Avenger A5029  Lighting roller 29    stand (Ref: dma-A5029)

    Locking Wheels
    Two Risers
    5/8" Stud

Black aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

105. Avenger #A0025B Mini                  stand (Ref: dma-AL25)

Black aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

Avenger's most popular grip accessory. The
D200 Grip Head has hundreds of functions.
Unlike other grip headS, the D200 utilizes a
series of washers for extra locking torque and
the use of auto-quality brake pad discs for
secure, non-slip security

106. Avenger D200B    2.5" avenger    grip head` (Ref: dma-D200B)

Avenger's most popular grip accessory. The
D200 Grip Head has hundreds of functions.
Unlike other grip headS, the D200 utilizes a
series of washers for extra locking torque and
the use of auto-quality brake pad discs for
secure, non-slip security

Black aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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105. Avenger #A0025B Mini                  stand (Ref: dma-AL25)

Black aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. Ø:
35, 30, 25, 20mm. Leg: 20x20mm. 1 levelling
leg. 

Avenger's most popular grip accessory. The
D200 Grip Head has hundreds of functions.
Unlike other grip headS, the D200 utilizes a
series of washers for extra locking torque and
the use of auto-quality brake pad discs for
secure, non-slip security

106. Avenger D200B    2.5" avenger    grip head` (Ref: dma-D200B)

Avenger's most popular grip accessory. The
D200 Grip Head has hundreds of functions.
Unlike other grip headS, the D200 utilizes a
series of washers for extra locking torque and
the use of auto-quality brake pad discs for
secure, non-slip security

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 28"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

107. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV smart pole 28"` (Ref: gps-53018)

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 28"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 39"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

108. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV smart pole 39"` (Ref: gps-53019)

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 39"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 28"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

107. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV smart pole 28"` (Ref: gps-53018)

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 28"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 39"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

108. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV smart pole 39"` (Ref: gps-53019)

Add new perspective and energy to your
takes with the SP-Gadgets POV POLE 39"!
Simply attach your GoPro® to this extremely
handy and lightweight telescopic pole and get
going – no additional accessories needed.

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

109. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV remote pole 23"` (Ref: gps-53020)

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

110. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV remote pole 39"` (Ref: gps-53021)

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

109. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV remote pole 23"` (Ref: gps-53020)

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

110. SP-SYSTEMS SP POV remote pole 39"` (Ref: gps-53021)

The SP-Gadgets REMOTE POLE lets you
shoot like a pro with no effort! Just click your
GoPro® Wi-Fi Remote or Smart Remote into
the enclosure on the Remote Pole and get
going.

The UKPro POLE 22 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

111. SP-SYSTEMS POLE 22 agent orange (Ref: gpu-POLE22O)

The UKPro POLE 22 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

The UKPro POLE 38 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

112. SP-SYSTEMS POLE 38 Electric blue (Ref: gpu-POLE38HBD)

The UKPro POLE 38 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

The UKPro POLE 22 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

111. SP-SYSTEMS POLE 22 agent orange (Ref: gpu-POLE22O)

The UKPro POLE 22 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

The UKPro POLE 38 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

112. SP-SYSTEMS POLE 38 Electric blue (Ref: gpu-POLE38HBD)

The UKPro POLE 38 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

The UKPro POLE 54 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

113. SP-SYSTEMS POLE 54 Electric blue (Ref: gpu-POLE54HBD)

The UKPro POLE 54 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

The hole at the end of each leg enables the
user to nail the stand to the floor, hang it on a
wall or fix it to the ceiling. Same as 003MF but
with 16mm male attachment (Type 22). 

114. Manfrotto 003-1   Spl back light        base (Ref: dm-1003SPL)

The hole at the end of each leg enables the
user to nail the stand to the floor, hang it on a
wall or fix it to the ceiling. Same as 003MF but
with 16mm male attachment (Type 22). 

The UKPro POLE 54 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

113. SP-SYSTEMS POLE 54 Electric blue (Ref: gpu-POLE54HBD)

The UKPro POLE 54 POV GoPro Camera
Pole gets you above the action to get the
angles you thought were impossible. 

The hole at the end of each leg enables the
user to nail the stand to the floor, hang it on a
wall or fix it to the ceiling. Same as 003MF but
with 16mm male attachment (Type 22). 

114. Manfrotto 003-1   Spl back light        base (Ref: dm-1003SPL)

The hole at the end of each leg enables the
user to nail the stand to the floor, hang it on a
wall or fix it to the ceiling. Same as 003MF but
with 16mm male attachment (Type 22). 

Black steel base with detachable aluminium
column, 2 sections, 1 riser. A versatile stand
allowing fixtures to mount on the ground or on
the included pole for extra height. 

115. Manfrotto 1012B   backlight            stand (Ref: dm-1012B)

Black steel base with detachable aluminium
column, 2 sections, 1 riser. A versatile stand
allowing fixtures to mount on the ground or on
the included pole for extra height. 

3 section aluminium extension. Minimum
height: 88cm. Maximum height: 235cm. 
116. Manfrotto 099B    Baby Extension Black stand (Ref: dm-1099B)

3 section aluminium extension. Minimum
height: 88cm. Maximum height: 235cm. 

Black steel base with detachable aluminium
column, 2 sections, 1 riser. A versatile stand
allowing fixtures to mount on the ground or on
the included pole for extra height. 

115. Manfrotto 1012B   backlight            stand (Ref: dm-1012B)

Black steel base with detachable aluminium
column, 2 sections, 1 riser. A versatile stand
allowing fixtures to mount on the ground or on
the included pole for extra height. 

3 section aluminium extension. Minimum
height: 88cm. Maximum height: 235cm. 

116. Manfrotto 099B    Baby Extension Black stand (Ref: dm-1099B)

3 section aluminium extension. Minimum
height: 88cm. Maximum height: 235cm. 

This is a Manfrotto Extension Pole for the
base of the Backlight Stand. 
117. Manfrotto >122B   backlite pole (Ref: dm-1122B)

This is a Manfrotto Extension Pole for the
base of the Backlight Stand. 

Stand Low MiniPro Black Aluminium 118. Manfrotto >156BLB MiniPro Stand Black (Ref: dm-1156BLB)

Stand Low MiniPro Black Aluminium 

This is a Manfrotto Extension Pole for the
base of the Backlight Stand. 

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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117. Manfrotto >122B   backlite pole (Ref: dm-1122B)

This is a Manfrotto Extension Pole for the
base of the Backlight Stand. 

Stand Low MiniPro Black Aluminium 

118. Manfrotto >156BLB MiniPro Stand Black (Ref: dm-1156BLB)

Stand Low MiniPro Black Aluminium 

Manfrotto 246 Folding Base for Projectors119. Manfrotto -246    Folding Base (Ref: dm-9246)

Manfrotto 246 Folding Base for Projectors

Manfrotto Nanopole Stand is a new
lightweight stand, with a payload of 1,5Kg and
outstanding stability. It’s a two-in-one product:
the central column is detachable and easily
turns into a hand held boom.

120. Manfrotto MS0490A Nanopole             Stand (Ref: dm-MS0490A)

Manfrotto Nanopole Stand is a new
lightweight stand, with a payload of 1,5Kg and
outstanding stability. It’s a two-in-one product:
the central column is detachable and easily
turns into a hand held boom.

Manfrotto 246 Folding Base for Projectors

119. Manfrotto -246    Folding Base (Ref: dm-9246)

Manfrotto 246 Folding Base for Projectors

Manfrotto Nanopole Stand is a new
lightweight stand, with a payload of 1,5Kg and
outstanding stability. It’s a two-in-one product:
the central column is detachable and easily
turns into a hand held boom.

120. Manfrotto MS0490A Nanopole             Stand (Ref: dm-MS0490A)

Manfrotto Nanopole Stand is a new
lightweight stand, with a payload of 1,5Kg and
outstanding stability. It’s a two-in-one product:
the central column is detachable and easily
turns into a hand held boom.

Backlight stand Max height(cm):70 121. V-Tec Stand  70cm 2 sec  35 >70cm (Ref: T-60-0070)

Backlight stand Max height(cm):70 

Aluminum lighting stand  Max height(cm):180
Folded hieght(cm):62
122. V-Tec Stand 180cm 3sec (Ref: T-60-0180)

Aluminum lighting stand  Max height(cm):180
Folded hieght(cm):62

Backlight stand Max height(cm):70 

121. V-Tec Stand  70cm 2 sec  35 >70cm (Ref: T-60-0070)

Backlight stand Max height(cm):70 

Aluminum lighting stand  Max height(cm):180
Folded hieght(cm):62

122. V-Tec Stand 180cm 3sec (Ref: T-60-0180)

Aluminum lighting stand  Max height(cm):180
Folded hieght(cm):62

2 section Max height 186 cm123. V-Tec L-1900G stand 190cm (Ref: 28-SL1900)

2 section Max height 186 cm

4 section 305cm Stand124. V-Tec -LM-3000AB  Air Cushion 4sec  305cm (Ref: 28-SLM3000)

4 section 305cm Stand

2 section Max height 186 cm

123. V-Tec L-1900G stand 190cm (Ref: 28-SL1900)

2 section Max height 186 cm

4 section 305cm Stand

124. V-Tec -LM-3000AB  Air Cushion 4sec  305cm (Ref: 28-SLM3000)

4 section 305cm Stand

4 Section 3.25m Light stand125. V-Tec -LM-3250MAB Air Cushion 4sec  325cm (Ref: 28-SLM3250)

4 Section 3.25m Light stand

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand 230cm 4
section
126. V-Tec LS-4062  230cm 4 section     stand (Ref: 28-SLM4062)

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand 230cm 4
section

4 Section 3.25m Light stand

125. V-Tec -LM-3250MAB Air Cushion 4sec  325cm (Ref: 28-SLM3250)

4 Section 3.25m Light stand

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand 230cm 4
section

126. V-Tec LS-4062  230cm 4 section     stand (Ref: 28-SLM4062)

Metal Collar Large Size Light Stand 230cm 4
section

Aluminum back light stand 60cm
2 section
127. V-Tec LM-4068    2sec  60 cm       stand (Ref: 28-SLM4068)

Aluminum back light stand 60cm
2 section

4 section , max height 240cm Black128. V-Tec LS-2440  stand 240cm 4 section (Ref: 28-SLS2440)

4 section , max height 240cm Black

Aluminum back light stand 60cm
2 section

127. V-Tec LM-4068    2sec  60 cm       stand (Ref: 28-SLM4068)

Aluminum back light stand 60cm
2 section

4 section , max height 240cm Black

128. V-Tec LS-2440  stand 240cm 4 section (Ref: 28-SLS2440)

4 section , max height 240cm Black

3 Section 2.6m Stand129. V-Tec LS-2600B stand 260cm 3 section (Ref: 28-SLS2600)

3 Section 2.6m Stand

. The Manfrotto 002 Primo Stand combines
revolutionary concepts with advanced
production technology.

130. Manfrotto -002B    Primo                stand (Ref: dm-0002)

. The Manfrotto 002 Primo Stand combines
revolutionary concepts with advanced
production technology.

3 Section 2.6m Stand

129. V-Tec LS-2600B stand 260cm 3 section (Ref: 28-SLS2600)

3 Section 2.6m Stand

. The Manfrotto 002 Primo Stand combines
revolutionary concepts with advanced
production technology.

130. Manfrotto -002B    Primo                stand (Ref: dm-0002)

. The Manfrotto 002 Primo Stand combines
revolutionary concepts with advanced
production technology.

Aluminum stand. 5 sections, 4 risers. An ideal
stand for kits due to its compact design. 
131. Manfrotto 5001B   Nano                 stand (Ref: dm-1001B)

Aluminum stand. 5 sections, 4 risers. An ideal
stand for kits due to its compact design. 

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section132. Manfrotto 1004BAC Master        (inbox)stand (Ref: dm-1004BAC)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section

Aluminum stand. 5 sections, 4 risers. An ideal
stand for kits due to its compact design. 

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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131. Manfrotto 5001B   Nano                 stand (Ref: dm-1001B)

Aluminum stand. 5 sections, 4 risers. An ideal
stand for kits due to its compact design. 

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section

132. Manfrotto 1004BAC Master        (inbox)stand (Ref: dm-1004BAC)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section
TRIPLE PACK
133. Manfrotto 1004BAC Master 3 pack  (1box)stand (Ref: dm-1004BAC-3)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section
TRIPLE PACK

Aluminium stand, 3 section.134. Manfrotto >1005BAC Ranker        in BOX stand (Ref: dm-1005BAC)

Aluminium stand, 3 section.

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section
TRIPLE PACK

133. Manfrotto 1004BAC Master 3 pack  (1box)stand (Ref: dm-1004BAC-3)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 section
TRIPLE PACK

Aluminium stand, 3 section.

134. Manfrotto >1005BAC Ranker        in BOX stand (Ref: dm-1005BAC)

Aluminium stand, 3 section.

Aluminium stand, 3 section. TRIPLE PACK135. Manfrotto -1005BAC Ranker        3 pack stand (Ref: dm-1005BAC-3)

Aluminium stand, 3 section. TRIPLE PACK

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers.
136. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini  in box stand (Ref: dm-1051BAC)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers.

Aluminium stand, 3 section. TRIPLE PACK

135. Manfrotto -1005BAC Ranker        3 pack stand (Ref: dm-1005BAC-3)

Aluminium stand, 3 section. TRIPLE PACK

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers.

136. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini  in box stand (Ref: dm-1051BAC)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers.

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)
137. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini  3 pack stand (Ref: dm-1051BAC-3)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)
With free manfrotto LBAG90. offer ends
30/09/2014

138. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini 3pck &BAG KIT (Ref: dm-1051BAC-3BAGKIT)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)
With free manfrotto LBAG90. offer ends
30/09/2014

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)

137. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini  3 pack stand (Ref: dm-1051BAC-3)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)
With free manfrotto LBAG90. offer ends
30/09/2014

138. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini 3pck &BAG KIT (Ref: dm-1051BAC-3BAGKIT)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. ( set of 3)
With free manfrotto LBAG90. offer ends
30/09/2014

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. (one only no box)
139. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini (nobox) stand (Ref: dm-1051BAC-nobox)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. (one only no box)

Great compact air cushioned stand, ideal for
speedlite use.
140. Manfrotto >1052BAC Compact              stand (Ref: dm-1052BAC)

Great compact air cushioned stand, ideal for
speedlite use.

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. (one only no box)

139. Manfrotto 1051BAC Compact mini (nobox) stand (Ref: dm-1051BAC-nobox)

Aluminium stand, air cushioned. 4 sections, 3
risers. (one only no box)

Great compact air cushioned stand, ideal for
speedlite use.

140. Manfrotto >1052BAC Compact              stand (Ref: dm-1052BAC)

Great compact air cushioned stand, ideal for
speedlite use.

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.141. Manfrotto -1052BAC Compact 3 pack       stand (Ref: dm-1052BAC-3)

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.(
one only no box)
142. Manfrotto -1052BAC Compact     (no box) stand (Ref: dm-1052BAC-NOBOX)

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.(
one only no box)

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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141. Manfrotto -1052BAC Compact 3 pack       stand (Ref: dm-1052BAC-3)

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.(
one only no box)

142. Manfrotto -1052BAC Compact     (no box) stand (Ref: dm-1052BAC-NOBOX)

Set of 3 1052BAC stands, factory packed.(
one only no box)

Allows two flash heads to be mounted with a
camera onto a tripod head. Allows horizontal
or vertical camera position. Attachments: 3/8"
and 1/4" female threads + 1/4" camera fixing
screw.

143. Manfrotto 330    Macro Bracket (Ref: dm-9330)

Allows two flash heads to be mounted with a
camera onto a tripod head. Allows horizontal
or vertical camera position. Attachments: 3/8"
and 1/4" female threads + 1/4" camera fixing
screw.

Steel lighting stand Max height(cm):380
Folded hieght(cm):95 4 section
144. V-Tec Stand 380cm 3sec steel (Ref: T-60-0380)

Steel lighting stand Max height(cm):380
Folded hieght(cm):95 4 section

Allows two flash heads to be mounted with a
camera onto a tripod head. Allows horizontal
or vertical camera position. Attachments: 3/8"
and 1/4" female threads + 1/4" camera fixing
screw.

143. Manfrotto 330    Macro Bracket (Ref: dm-9330)

Allows two flash heads to be mounted with a
camera onto a tripod head. Allows horizontal
or vertical camera position. Attachments: 3/8"
and 1/4" female threads + 1/4" camera fixing
screw.

Steel lighting stand Max height(cm):380
Folded hieght(cm):95 4 section

144. V-Tec Stand 380cm 3sec steel (Ref: T-60-0380)

Steel lighting stand Max height(cm):380
Folded hieght(cm):95 4 section

Stand Lighting Kit H2050mm 
40" Umbrella 
Univ Cold Shoe 
incl Carry Bag 

145. Inca iLK1 Light stand kit (Ref: diLK1)

Stand Lighting Kit H2050mm 
40" Umbrella 
Univ Cold Shoe 
incl Carry Bag 

Kit Strobist Dual Umbrella Studio kit inc 
Varos II Holder 
85330 85350 87216 88200 92512

146. Phottix STROBE 2 Dual         Umbrella Kit (Ref: T-60STROBE2)

Kit Strobist Dual Umbrella Studio kit inc 
Varos II Holder 
85330 85350 87216 88200 92512

Stand Lighting Kit H2050mm 
40" Umbrella 
Univ Cold Shoe 
incl Carry Bag 

145. Inca iLK1 Light stand kit (Ref: diLK1)

Stand Lighting Kit H2050mm 
40" Umbrella 
Univ Cold Shoe 
incl Carry Bag 

Kit Strobist Dual Umbrella Studio kit inc 
Varos II Holder 
85330 85350 87216 88200 92512

146. Phottix STROBE 2 Dual         Umbrella Kit (Ref: T-60STROBE2)

Kit Strobist Dual Umbrella Studio kit inc 
Varos II Holder 
85330 85350 87216 88200 92512

Manfrotto 022 Counter Balance Weight -
7.0kg
147. Manfrotto >022     Counterweight 7.0 kg (Ref: dm-1022)

Manfrotto 022 Counter Balance Weight -
7.0kg

Manfrotto 023 Counter Balance Weight -
4.3kg
148. Manfrotto >023     Counterweight 4.3 kg (Ref: dm-1023)

Manfrotto 023 Counter Balance Weight -
4.3kg

Manfrotto 022 Counter Balance Weight -
7.0kg

147. Manfrotto >022     Counterweight 7.0 kg (Ref: dm-1022)

Manfrotto 022 Counter Balance Weight -
7.0kg

Manfrotto 023 Counter Balance Weight -
4.3kg

148. Manfrotto >023     Counterweight 4.3 kg (Ref: dm-1023)

Manfrotto 023 Counter Balance Weight -
4.3kg

The 834 4.4 lbs additional counterweight may
be screwed to the counter-weight inside the
column of the Salon 230, 280, and Super
Salon 230 Camera Stands

149. Manfrotto 834    Counterweight 2.0 addit (Ref: dm-1834)

The 834 4.4 lbs additional counterweight may
be screwed to the counter-weight inside the
column of the Salon 230, 280, and Super
Salon 230 Camera Stands

5Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle
150. V-Tec 502 5  kg             full Shotbag (Ref: SW-9502-05)

5Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

The 834 4.4 lbs additional counterweight may
be screwed to the counter-weight inside the
column of the Salon 230, 280, and Super
Salon 230 Camera Stands

149. Manfrotto 834    Counterweight 2.0 addit (Ref: dm-1834)

The 834 4.4 lbs additional counterweight may
be screwed to the counter-weight inside the
column of the Salon 230, 280, and Super
Salon 230 Camera Stands

5Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

150. V-Tec 502 5  kg             full Shotbag (Ref: SW-9502-05)

5Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

10 Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle
151. V-Tec 503 10 kg             full Shotbag (Ref: SW-9503-10)

10 Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

152. V-Tec 503 10 kg yel/blck   safety weight (Ref: SW-9503SW-10)

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

10 Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

151. V-Tec 503 10 kg             full Shotbag (Ref: SW-9503-10)

10 Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

152. V-Tec 503 10 kg yel/blck   safety weight (Ref: SW-9503SW-10)

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

15Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle
153. V-Tec 504 15 kg             full Shotbag (Ref: SW-9504-15)

15Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

154. V-Tec 504 15 kg yel/blck   safety weight (Ref: SW-9504SW-15)

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

15Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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153. V-Tec 504 15 kg             full Shotbag (Ref: SW-9504-15)

15Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

154. V-Tec 504 15 kg yel/blck   safety weight (Ref: SW-9504SW-15)

For use by roadwork construction or utility
crews, safety weights stabilise all types of
traffic signs, barriers and ladders.

20Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle
155. V-Tec 506 20 kg             full ShotBag (Ref: SW-9506-20)

20Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

5kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 156. V-Tec 512 5  kg             full SandBag (Ref: SW-9512-05)

5kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

20Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

155. V-Tec 506 20 kg             full ShotBag (Ref: SW-9506-20)

20Kg Shot Bag double stiched with carry
handle

5kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

156. V-Tec 512 5  kg             full SandBag (Ref: SW-9512-05)

5kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

10kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 157. V-Tec 513 10 kg             full SandBag (Ref: SW-9513-10)

10kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

15kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 158. V-Tec -514 15 kg             full SandBag (Ref: SW-9514-15)

15kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

10kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

157. V-Tec 513 10 kg             full SandBag (Ref: SW-9513-10)

10kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

15kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

158. V-Tec -514 15 kg             full SandBag (Ref: SW-9514-15)

15kg Sand Bag Double stiched with handle 

2.5kg Marker bag Black159. V-Tec 527 2.5kg Black    shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Black

2.5kg Marker bag Blue160. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  Blue    shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527B-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Blue

2.5kg Marker bag Black

159. V-Tec 527 2.5kg Black    shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Black

2.5kg Marker bag Blue

160. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  Blue    shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527B-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Blue

2.5kg Marker bag Green161. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  Green   shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527G-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Green

2.5kg Marker bag Red162. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  red     shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527R-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Red

2.5kg Marker bag Green

161. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  Green   shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527G-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Green

2.5kg Marker bag Red

162. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  red     shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527R-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Red

2.5kg Marker bag White163. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  white   shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527W-025)

2.5kg Marker bag White

2.5kg Marker bag Yellow164. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  yellow  shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527Y-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Yellow

2.5kg Marker bag White

163. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  white   shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527W-025)

2.5kg Marker bag White

2.5kg Marker bag Yellow

164. V-Tec 527 2.5kg  yellow  shot marker bag (Ref: SW-9527Y-025)

2.5kg Marker bag Yellow

5Kg Sausage Sand Bag165. V-Tec 529 5  kg w/hndle shot sausage bag (Ref: SW-9529-05)

5Kg Sausage Sand Bag

10 Kg Sausage Sand Bag166. V-Tec 529 10 kg w/hndle shot sausage bag (Ref: SW-9529-10)

10 Kg Sausage Sand Bag

5Kg Sausage Sand Bag

165. V-Tec 529 5  kg w/hndle shot sausage bag (Ref: SW-9529-05)

5Kg Sausage Sand Bag

10 Kg Sausage Sand Bag

166. V-Tec 529 10 kg w/hndle shot sausage bag (Ref: SW-9529-10)

10 Kg Sausage Sand Bag

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure,
Hook and Loop locking flap.

167. Redwing 3010 4.5kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-CR3010)

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure,
Hook and Loop locking flap.

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure, 

168. Redwing 3015 7.0kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-CR3015)

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure, 

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure,
Hook and Loop locking flap.

167. Redwing 3010 4.5kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-CR3010)

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure,
Hook and Loop locking flap.

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure, 

168. Redwing 3015 7.0kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-CR3015)

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. While the
zipper closures are protected with a secure, 

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. 

169. Redwing 3025 19 kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-CR3025)

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. 

SAND BAG 12KG W/OUT SAND170. Manfrotto 200G  16kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-G9200)

SAND BAG 12KG W/OUT SAND

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. 

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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169. Redwing 3025 19 kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-CR3025)

This empty Cordura bag can be filled, emptied
and refilled with shot. Its saddlebag design
features two compartments which can be
easily filled and zippered shut. 

SAND BAG 12KG W/OUT SAND

170. Manfrotto 200G  16kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-G9200)

SAND BAG 12KG W/OUT SAND

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88187 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

171. Phottix Bag II small         empty sandbag (Ref: SW-PH88187)

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88187 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88188 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

172. Phottix Bag II medium        empty sandbag (Ref: SW-PH88188)

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88188 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88187 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

171. Phottix Bag II small         empty sandbag (Ref: SW-PH88187)

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88187 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88188 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

172. Phottix Bag II medium        empty sandbag (Ref: SW-PH88188)

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 88188 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 881898 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

173. Phottix Bag II Large         empty sandbag (Ref: SW-PH88189)

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 881898 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

BG5  5 Kg capacity empty sandbag174. V-Tec BG5   5 kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-SBG05)

BG5  5 Kg capacity empty sandbag

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 881898 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

173. Phottix Bag II Large         empty sandbag (Ref: SW-PH88189)

Bag Stay-Put II S Phottix 881898 filled with
sand and hung on the shoulder console tripod
or stand as a counterweight. It is an
indispensable accessory for the job. 

BG5  5 Kg capacity empty sandbag

174. V-Tec BG5   5 kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-SBG05)

BG5  5 Kg capacity empty sandbag

BG5  10 Kg capacity empty sandbag175. V-Tec BG10  10kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-SBG10)

BG5  10 Kg capacity empty sandbag

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. 1
levelling leg. 
176. Manfrotto #007BU   senior               stand (Ref: dm-0007BU)

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. 1
levelling leg. 

BG5  10 Kg capacity empty sandbag

175. V-Tec BG10  10kg           empty sandbag (Ref: SW-SBG10)

BG5  10 Kg capacity empty sandbag

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. 1
levelling leg. 

176. Manfrotto #007BU   senior               stand (Ref: dm-0007BU)

Aluminium stand. 3 sections, 2 risers. 1
levelling leg. 

Aluminium air-cushioned stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 
177. Manfrotto 007BUAC senior air cushion   stand (Ref: dm-0007BUAC)

Aluminium air-cushioned stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 

Black Steel stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 
178. Manfrotto 008BSU  cine without/wheels  stand (Ref: dm-0008BSU)

Black Steel stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 

Aluminium air-cushioned stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 

177. Manfrotto 007BUAC senior air cushion   stand (Ref: dm-0007BUAC)

Aluminium air-cushioned stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. 

Black Steel stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 

178. Manfrotto 008BSU  cine without/wheels  stand (Ref: dm-0008BSU)

Black Steel stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 

Black Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 
179. Manfrotto 008BU   cine without/wheels  stand (Ref: dm-0008BU)

Black Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 

Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. 
180. Manfrotto 070BU   Follow spot          stand (Ref: dm-0070bu)

Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. 

Black Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 

179. Manfrotto 008BU   cine without/wheels  stand (Ref: dm-0008BU)

Black Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. 

Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. 

180. Manfrotto 070BU   Follow spot          stand (Ref: dm-0070bu)

Aluminium stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. 

Chrome plated stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. This
stand was named for its low height and high
payload allowing the lighting technician to
easily follow on actor. 

181. Manfrotto 070CSU  Follow spot          stand (Ref: dm-0070CSU)

Chrome plated stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. This
stand was named for its low height and high
payload allowing the lighting technician to
easily follow on actor. 

The Manfrotto 083NW 2-Section Wind-up
Stand is a chromium plated steel stand with
geared column and one levelling leg, rugged
and heavy duty

182. Manfrotto 083NW   Wind up Chrome       stand (Ref: dm-0083nw)

The Manfrotto 083NW 2-Section Wind-up
Stand is a chromium plated steel stand with
geared column and one levelling leg, rugged
and heavy duty

Chrome plated stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. This
stand was named for its low height and high
payload allowing the lighting technician to
easily follow on actor. 

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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181. Manfrotto 070CSU  Follow spot          stand (Ref: dm-0070CSU)

Chrome plated stand. 2 sections, 1 riser. 1
levelling leg. Memory collar included. This
stand was named for its low height and high
payload allowing the lighting technician to
easily follow on actor. 

The Manfrotto 083NW 2-Section Wind-up
Stand is a chromium plated steel stand with
geared column and one levelling leg, rugged
and heavy duty

182. Manfrotto 083NW   Wind up Chrome       stand (Ref: dm-0083nw)

The Manfrotto 083NW 2-Section Wind-up
Stand is a chromium plated steel stand with
geared column and one levelling leg, rugged
and heavy duty

Black steel stand with geared column.
Elevation: 2.2cm per handle turn. 2 sections,
1 riser. 1 levelling leg

183. Manfrotto >083NWB  Wind up Black        stand (Ref: dm-0083NWB)

Black steel stand with geared column.
Elevation: 2.2cm per handle turn. 2 sections,
1 riser. 1 levelling leg

The Manfrotto 087NW Wind-Up Stand is a 12'
tall chromium plated steel stand with geared
column and one levelling leg.

184. Manfrotto 087NW   Wind up              stand (Ref: dm-0087nw)

The Manfrotto 087NW Wind-Up Stand is a 12'
tall chromium plated steel stand with geared
column and one levelling leg.

Black steel stand with geared column.
Elevation: 2.2cm per handle turn. 2 sections,
1 riser. 1 levelling leg

183. Manfrotto >083NWB  Wind up Black        stand (Ref: dm-0083NWB)

Black steel stand with geared column.
Elevation: 2.2cm per handle turn. 2 sections,
1 riser. 1 levelling leg

The Manfrotto 087NW Wind-Up Stand is a 12'
tall chromium plated steel stand with geared
column and one levelling leg.

184. Manfrotto 087NW   Wind up              stand (Ref: dm-0087nw)

The Manfrotto 087NW Wind-Up Stand is a 12'
tall chromium plated steel stand with geared
column and one levelling leg.

Short Wind-up stand.185. Manfrotto >087NWSH Wind up short        stand (Ref: dm-0087nwsh)

Short Wind-up stand.

Black chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. The small footprint
makes this stand perfect for tight spaces. 

186. Manfrotto 111BSU  Tall cine            stand (Ref: dm-0111BSU)

Black chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. The small footprint
makes this stand perfect for tight spaces. 

Short Wind-up stand.

185. Manfrotto >087NWSH Wind up short        stand (Ref: dm-0087nwsh)

Short Wind-up stand.

Black chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. The small footprint
makes this stand perfect for tight spaces. 

186. Manfrotto 111BSU  Tall cine            stand (Ref: dm-0111BSU)

Black chrome plated steel stand. 3 sections, 2
risers. 1 levelling leg. The small footprint
makes this stand perfect for tight spaces. 

Heavy duty stand with strenghtened stainless
steel structure
Two black chrome steel riser sections and
geared column
Max payload 80 kg (176.36 lb

187. Manfrotto 387XBU  Super wind up light  stand (Ref: dm-0387XBU)

Heavy duty stand with strenghtened stainless
steel structure
Two black chrome steel riser sections and
geared column
Max payload 80 kg (176.36 lb

4.77m Super stand.188. Manfrotto -670BU   Super steel          stand (Ref: dm-0670BU)

4.77m Super stand.

Heavy duty stand with strenghtened stainless
steel structure
Two black chrome steel riser sections and
geared column
Max payload 80 kg (176.36 lb

187. Manfrotto 387XBU  Super wind up light  stand (Ref: dm-0387XBU)

Heavy duty stand with strenghtened stainless
steel structure
Two black chrome steel riser sections and
geared column
Max payload 80 kg (176.36 lb

4.77m Super stand.

188. Manfrotto -670BU   Super steel          stand (Ref: dm-0670BU)

4.77m Super stand.

Chrome steel stand with 3 sections, 2 risers
and 1 levelling leg.
189. Avenger B6039CS High windup 39 steel stand (Ref: dma-B6039CS)

Chrome steel stand with 3 sections, 2 risers
and 1 levelling leg.

The Avenger Long John Silver is a wincher
driven hoisting system that raises over 19 feet
high, with the most important lighting loads in
the new cine market (in terms of heads and
movers) up to 264 lb

190. Avenger B7057   Long john silver     stand (Ref: dma-B7057)

The Avenger Long John Silver is a wincher
driven hoisting system that raises over 19 feet
high, with the most important lighting loads in
the new cine market (in terms of heads and
movers) up to 264 lb

Chrome steel stand with 3 sections, 2 risers
and 1 levelling leg.

189. Avenger B6039CS High windup 39 steel stand (Ref: dma-B6039CS)

Chrome steel stand with 3 sections, 2 risers
and 1 levelling leg.

The Avenger Long John Silver is a wincher
driven hoisting system that raises over 19 feet
high, with the most important lighting loads in
the new cine market (in terms of heads and
movers) up to 264 lb

190. Avenger B7057   Long john silver     stand (Ref: dma-B7057)

The Avenger Long John Silver is a wincher
driven hoisting system that raises over 19 feet
high, with the most important lighting loads in
the new cine market (in terms of heads and
movers) up to 264 lb

Heavy duty stand complete with foam fill
braked wheels. 5 sections, 4 risers. Includes
Wind Brace Kit B9000W.

191. Avenger B7057FF Long john silver     stand (Ref: dma-B7057FF)

Heavy duty stand complete with foam fill
braked wheels. 5 sections, 4 risers. Includes
Wind Brace Kit B9000W.

192.  (Ref: )Heavy duty stand complete with foam fill
braked wheels. 5 sections, 4 risers. Includes
Wind Brace Kit B9000W.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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191. Avenger B7057FF Long john silver     stand (Ref: dma-B7057FF)

Heavy duty stand complete with foam fill
braked wheels. 5 sections, 4 risers. Includes
Wind Brace Kit B9000W.

Note: Specifications, information and pricing are subject to change without notice
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